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Abstract—This study investigates inflectional markers of Mandarese language concerning generative morphology. It aims to describe the forms of the inflectional marker and its distribution in the Mandarese language. It deploys a generative morphological approach to analyse language based on linguistic knowledge or intuition of native speakers. It uses the descriptive qualitative method systematically, factually, and accurately describing language facts. It also uses the library research method and linguistic field method to obtain the data. The library research method used is to obtain basic concepts or relevant theories to the problem investigated (inflection of Mandarese language). Besides, the linguistic field method carried out is collecting the data in the location. Data collection techniques are elicitation, recording, note-taking, and documentation. Spoken data are obtained from native speakers, while written data are Mandarese folklores, magazines, and relevant studies. The result shows that there are three forms of the inflectional marker in Mandarese language, including inflectional affix with a repetitive marker (-i and -boi), inflectional affix with a comparative marker (si-), and inflectional affix with clitic marker in terms of complete aspect markers (-mi, -maq, -moq), incomplete aspect markers (-pa, -paq, -pao, -pi), and continuous aspect markers (-dua, -duaq, -duao, -duai). The distribution of inflectional markers in Mandarese language generally has no impact on word class changes, and all widely distribute. In the morphological word formation, the inflectional marker forms tend to be located outside or far from the root.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The number of languages in Indonesia, identified by Badan Pengembangan dan Pembinaan Bahasa [1], is 718. It places Indonesia in the second position of other countries having various local languages. Consequently, the efforts are carried out using and representing these languages as research objects and preserving and developing them. According to Ethnologue [2], one of the threatened languages in Indonesia is the Mandarese language. Indeed, of local languages in West Sulawesi, the Mandarese language is widely used.

Factors affecting the vitality of the Mandarese language include globalization and migration. The borderless flow of information makes it easy for people to connect to affect many aspects of human life, one of which is language. The expansion of West Sulawesi Province attracts outsiders so that the natives and migrants mingle altogether. This condition causes the language used as a means of communication among them is mostly the Indonesian language. Therefore, efforts in preventing the Mandarese Language from being threatened with extinction need to be done. Considering such condition, Mandarese language developments and research targets included phonology, morphology, syntax, semantic, discourse, and others are necessary.


Generative morphology is a language analysis based on linguistic knowledge or intuition of native speakers. It is also a system of rules which consists of a limited set of rules [5]. It indicates that the study can produce acceptable and standardized derivations. Meanwhile, inflection and derivations as the word-formation system are parts of the morphological analysis. Functional morphemes, both bound (inflectional) and free morphemes (e.g., articles, auxiliaries), carry grammatical meanings that radically change the overall interpretation of a sentence and discourse [6]. Besides, no sentence meaning is complete without taking the functional and especially the inflectional morphology contributions.

Subroto [7] states that inflation and derivation always distinguish in the description of Indo-European languages. The reason caused by those languages’ classification is inflection. It is different from Indonesian and the Indonesian archipelago, classified not as inflected, however, by understanding the concepts of inflection and derivation, which are increasingly sharpened by linguists in the latest literature, such as Scalise [8], Aronoff [9], Bauer [10], and Verhaar [11]. The author
hopes to utilize these concepts to sharpen the analysis of the morphology of the Mandarese language.

Bauer [10] suggests that inflection morphology and derivation morphology are:

"Affixes can be of two types inflectional or derivational. An inflectional affix is one that produces a new word-form of a lexeme from a base. A derivational affix is one that produces a new lexeme from a base. Take a word-form like re-creates. It can be analysed into a prefix, making a new lexeme recreate from the base creature. However, the suffix-s provides another word-form of the Lexeme recreate. The prefix is derivational, but the suffix -s is inflectional."

In line with Bauer, Yule [12] differentiates the affixes of derivation from inflection. Derivation affixes used in derivation are derivative, while inflection affixes used in affixation are inflected. Scalise [8] and Aronoff [9] argue that Inflection is not related to new word formation, while derivation concerns the formation of new word-formation. Ermanto [13] concludes that one of the differences between the inflection process and the derivation process is that inflection produces word-forms from a lexeme and the derivation produces a lexeme. Based on the sharpening of these two concepts and this paper's title, the author focuses on one concept: inflected morphology.

Bickford and Daly [14] explain that inflectional morphology is a morphemic process without changing a word into another word and never changing the syntactic category but producing other forms of a similar word. It implies that this process does not change the word class. In line with Cook [15], in Syamsudduha [16], it suggests that the inflection is a relational marker, adjusting one of the main word classes used in syntax without changing its word class. Additionally, Samsuri [17] states that inflection occupies a similar distribution with its base.

Van der Spuy [18] explains that a morpheme only becomes meaningful if embedded in a larger, word-level schema, either abstract or concrete (with actual phonetic representation). Also, the inflection is a morphemic changing process that maintains the linguistic identity of its related word.

The flectional or inflectional group are a paradigmatic list, consisting of forms from a similar word. Both similar and different words are related to word identities or lexical identities. For example, roof and roof have a similar lexical identity. De Belder [19] says that a derivation typically consists of a functional structure merged on top of a root. As a result, roots are rarely attested in the absence of functional projections.

The difference between singular and plural is only a flectional difference [11]. It is similar to menjual and dijual (Indonesian language). The derived words are similar jual, in which menjual is an active verb while dijual is a passive verb. The difference between active and passive is the inflectional difference. Explanation about singular and plural comes from Hayes et al. [20]. Hayes has argued that one internal innate constraint-based explanation for the dissociation between regular and irregular plurals in compounds arises from a theory that orders morphological processes on a hierarchy of levels. According to Kiparsky’s [21] level ordering model, morphology is generated at three hierarchical stages. At Level 1, irregular inflections and primary affixes (e.g., -ian, -ous, -ion) are applied. At Level 2, derivational affixes (e.g., er, -ism, -ness) and nominal compounding are generated, and finally, regular inflection (e.g., ed, -s) is applied at Level 3. Moreover, Kridalaksana [22] adds that the inflection also refers to elements added to a word to show a grammatical relation.

However, inflectional markers as part of word formation in Mandarese language have not generally accounted for inflectional morphological analysis is represented in deep structure trees with inflectional features, while inflection rules describe phonological forms of affixes. Based on the explanation above, this study’s main problem is how marker forms indicate the inflection and how inflectional affixes are distributed in the Mandarese language. In general, it can enrich linguistic references on Mandarese language.

II. AIM OF THE STUDY

The word-formation process, including inflections, will reveal the grammatical pattern that will contribute to word development. Hence, this study investigates inflectional markers of Mandarese language by applying the Generative Transformation (TG) theory.

III. METHODS

The research method employed is the library research method and linguistic field method. The library research method is used to get the basic concept or relevant theory to the problem investigated. The linguistic field method is conducted to obtain the data, both spoken and written, in the location.

Furthermore, the techniques used to collect data are 1) note-taking techniques: these techniques are used to note various forms of affixes and morphemes that play a role in the affixes of Mandarin language inflection markers, and 2) retrospect techniques: This technique is used to select all data obtained to obtain accurate data. This technique includes collecting all vocabulary in Mandarin language from several reading materials, classifying the types of inflection markers, classifying words according to word classes, and identifying the meanings.

IV. RESULTS

Forms of inflection in Mandarese language are divided into three, including 1) inflection with repetitive marker, 2) inflection with comparative marker, 3) inflection with clitic marker.
A. The marker of i- and -boi

A repetitive marker is a marker that describes an action conducted repetitively. In Mandarese language, these markers include -i and -boi. These affixes are reflected in example 1.

Example (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Affix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>appas</td>
<td>appasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'hit'</td>
<td>V-REP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sapu</td>
<td>sapui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'wipe'</td>
<td>N-REP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timbe</td>
<td>timbei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'throw'</td>
<td>N-REP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roqdo</td>
<td>roɁdoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'shake'</td>
<td>V-REP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The affix -i in appasi, seruqi, timbei, and roqdoi functions as a repetitive marker. This marker is always located near the root and cannot be located between other forms or followed by other forms. Besides, affix -i in the verb and noun bases do not cause changes in lexical categories or word classes.

The use of repetitive marker -i in sentences can be seen in the following example 2.

Example (2)

Appass -I diting kasoro anna messung kareqamusna
hit- REP that bed so out dust
'Hit that bed repetitively to make the dust-out.'

Rogdo-I botol susunned akamu annamapacing.
shake-REP bottle milk your child so clean
'Shake your child’s milk bottle repetitively to make it clean.'

In the Mandarese language -i is a singular third-person pronoun when linked with a verb; for example, lamba 'to go' + (- i) becomes he goes meaning to do work 'to go.' However, if -i is linked with an adjective, for example, malolo 'beautiful' becomes maloloi, which means “she is beautiful”.

Example (3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Affix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lamba</td>
<td>lambai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'go'</td>
<td>V-PER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maindong</td>
<td>maindangi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'run'</td>
<td>N-REF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pole</td>
<td>polei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'come'</td>
<td>'come-he/she'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides -i marker, there is also a marker in terms of embedded morpheme, that is -boi. It is shown in the following example 4.

Example (4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Affix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pole</td>
<td>poleboi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'come'</td>
<td>V-REP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meloq</td>
<td>meloqboi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'want'</td>
<td>Adj-REP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The affix -boi in poleboi and meloqboi functions as a repetitive marker. Those examples show that the position of -boi is nearer the root. The addition of -boi marker also does not cause changes in lexical categories and word classes.

B. The marker of si-

A comparative marker is a marker representing something (especially adjective) compared. It is shown in terms of affixes as the following example 5.

Example (5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Affix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>keccuq</td>
<td>sikkeccuq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'small'</td>
<td>COMPR-Adj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balleq</td>
<td>simballeq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'wide'</td>
<td>COMPR-Adj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lotong</td>
<td>sillotong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'black'</td>
<td>COMPR-Adj</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparative marker si in sikkecuq, simballeq, and sillotong shows that si is near the root. The addition of this marker does not change word classes and lexical meaning but gives a little bit changes on grammatical meaning since ‘as … as’ meaning is added.

The application of these words in sentences is shown in example 6.

Example (6)

Boyanna keccu sikkeccuq boyaqu
House-POS small COMPR-small house-POS
'His house is as small as my house.'

Gayanna i Kaco simballeq bose
Parang-POS Kaco COMPR-wide oar
Kaco’s parang is as wide as an oar.

Biluanna malotong simmalotong boring.
Hair-POS black COMPR-black charcoal
‘My hair is as black as charcoal’.

These comparative markers are also found in the more complex forms, as follows.
sikkecuq  pasikkecuq [pasik:ec:w?]
CAUS-COMP
‘to make as small as’
simballeq  pasimballeq [pasimbal:e]
CAUS-COMP
‘to make as wide as.’
sillotong  sillotong [sil:ot?n]
CAUS-COMP
‘to make as black as.’

The comparative marker si- in the example above is preceded by causative pa- and diathesis di-. It makes the position of si- near the root. Based on its function, si- is also categorized as an adverb.

Besides, the marker si- can also be linked with a verb; for example, timbe ‘throw’ becomes sitimbe ‘throw at each other’

Example (7)
ala  siala [si:ala]
‘ambil’ RESIPR-V
‘saling ambil’
urung  siurung [si:uruh]
‘lebar’ RESIPR-V
‘saling cium’
tinroq  sitinroq [si:tinro?]
‘kejar’ RESIPR-V
‘saling kejar’

C. Inflection with Clitic Affix

Clitic is an embedded form that phonologically has no own stresses and cannot be considered an embedded morpheme because it can fill gatra in phrasal or clausal levels. However, it has no characteristics since it is impossible to be applied as a free form.

Inflection with clitic affix in Mandarese language is in aspect form. Aspect is a grammatical category of verbs indicating the duration and kind of action, whether the action starts, finishes, is ongoing, and so forth, as Kralidaksana (2008) stated. In the Mandarese language, there are three aspect markers, as follows.

1) Completive aspect marker: A Completive aspect marker is an aspect describing a finished action. Verbal affixes in terms of completive are shown in the following.

Example (8)
polemi  ‘have come’
polemaq  ‘I have come.’
polemoq  ‘you have come.’
polemi  ‘he has come.’
masaemi  ‘have been a long time.’
masaemaq  ‘I have been a long time.’
masaemoqo  ‘you have been a long time.’
masaemi  ‘he has been a long time.’

Completive aspect marker -maq, -moq, and -mi are added to the base verb pole ‘come’ and base adjective masa ‘long time’ to become polemaq, polemoq, polemi, and masaemaq, masaemoq, masaemi. It indicates that these completive markers are near to the stem or root. Moreover, these markers are unable to be located between derivational affixes or followed by derivational affixes. Besides, adding these markers does not cause the lexical category and word-class changes. Hence, the affixes with completive aspect marker are categorized as the inflection with aspect marker affixes.

The use of completive aspect markers in sentences are reflected in the following.

Example (9)
Polemaq di Makka anna mendaq dallequ.
‘I have come to Mecca, so my income increases.’
Masaemi lamba sumobal muanena.
‘long time-COMPR go shipping husband-POS
‘It has been a long time since her husband went shopping.’
Polemi di galung kamaqu.
‘My father has come to the rice field.’

2) In-completive aspect marker: An in-completive aspect is an aspect reflecting an undone action. Verbal affixes in terms of in-completive are the following.

Example (10)
lambapai  ‘later if have gone.’
lambapaq  ‘later if I have gone.’
lambapao  ‘later if you have gone.’
lambapi  ‘later if he has gone.’
masannangpai  ‘later if have been calm.’
masannangpaq  ‘later if I have been calm.’
masannangpao  ‘later if you have been calm.’
masannangpapi  ‘later if he has been calm.’

Incompletive aspect markers -paq, -pao, and -pai, are added into verb lamba ‘go’ to become lambapai, lambapaq, lambapao, and lambapi. They are also added into base adjective masannang ‘calm’ to be masannangpai, masannangpaq, masannangpao, and masannangpai. The addition of these affixes does not make any changes, both lexical categories, and word classes. Besides, they are located near the stem or root so that derivational affixes cannot separate them. However, at the phrasal level, they are possibly located between other forms. For example, lamba togappaq refers to ‘later, if I have already gone.’

The use of incompletive aspect markers in sentences is shown in example 11.

Example (11)
Lambapao naung di Mandar namane meccoeaq.
‘go-INCOMP to Mandar then join-POS’
Masannangpai lembong mane meakkego sau di sasiq.
‘calm-INCOMP wave then go-POS to sea’
3) **Continuative aspect marker:** Continuative aspect marker is an aspect describing continuous action. Verbal affixes reflected continuative are the followings.

- **Example (12)**
  - *meapidua* 'be cooking.'
  - *meapiduaq* 'I am cooking.'
  - *meapiduai* 'he is cooking.'
  - *makappaqduaq* 'I am still strong.'
  - *makappaqduai* 'he is still strong.'

Continuative aspect markers -duaq, -duao, and -duai are added into verb *meapi* 'cook' to be *meapiduaq, meapiduao, and meapiduai*. If they are added to the adjective *makka*paq 'strong', they become *makappaqduaq, makappaqduao, and makappaqduai*. Adding these markers does not change word classes. Besides, these inflectional forms are always located near the stem or root. They cannot be between other forms or followed by other forms, except at the phrasal level. For example, *matindo nasangduai* indicates 'they are all sleeping.'

The use of continuative aspect markers in sentences is indicated as the following.

- **Example (13)**
  - *Andiangaq mala mating me meapiduaq.*
  - *Makappaqduai sitteng wattunna naqimuane.*

These three aspect markers are represented in the following table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. ASPECT MAKERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neutral</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The schema in Table 1 illustrated the markers implying neutral meaning generally in three aspects, they are (-mi, -pa, -dua), neutral P1 (pronoun 1) is -maq, -paq, and duaq, neutral P2 (2nd pronoun) is moq, -paq, -duaq, neutral P3 (3rd pronoun) is -mi, -pi, and duapi. Furthermore, the marker of completive aspects implies completive action is -mi, -maq, -moq, and -mi, incompletive aspect implies incompletive action, -pa, -paq, -paq, and -pi, and continuative aspect implies the action or condition that is still happening, such as: -dua, -duaq, -duao, and -duai.

Based on the inflection forms analysis, it is proven that they are located far from the root or on the outside. It occurs once other derivational forms are embedded into the same base form. The inflection forms are also located inside or near the root, but the following affixes are not derivational.

**D. Inflectional Rules**

1) **roqdo** → **roqdoi**  
   **V** → [+repetitive]  
   **[X]** → **[X-i]**

2) **issang** → **muissang**  
   **V** → [+P2tg]  
   **[X]** → **[mu-X]**

3) **meloq** → **meloaq**  
   **V** → [+P1tg]  
   **[X]** → **[X-aq]**

4) **boyang** → **boyanna**  
   **N** → [+P3tg]  
   **[X]** → **[X-na]**
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| 5) pole | → polemaq |
| V | → [+P1tg] [+have] |
| [X] → [X-maq] |

| 6) makappaq | → makappaqduao |
| Adj | → [+P2tg] [+still] |
| [X] → [X-duao] |

### E. Distribution of Inflectional Affixes

The distribution of inflectional affixes is limited to the possibility of substituting affix by another affix in an inflection formation. It is explained in the following.

Inflectional affixes in terms of repetitive marker consist of -i and -boi. The distribution of -i is embedded into verbs and nouns, and it widely distributes. Likewise, the marker -boi is possibly embedded into verbs and adjectives and widely distributes.

Inflectional affix in terms of comparative marker includes -si. Its distribution reflected is sikkarambo ‘as far as,’ simmalolo ‘as beautiful as,’ and simmannnis ‘as sweet as.’ It shows that inflectional affix -si- is embedded in adjectives and widely distributes.

Furthermore, inflectional markers in terms of complete aspect markers (-mi, -am, -maq, -moq) are indicated in some words, such as malaimi ‘have gone home,’ masaemi ‘have been a long time,’ malaimaq ‘I have gone home,’ masaemaq ‘I have been a long time,’ malaimoq ‘you have gone home,’ and massaemoq ‘you have been a long time.’ These affixes’ distribution shows that the comparative marker as inflectional affixes is embedded into verbs and adjectives and widely distributes.

Inflectional affixes in terms of incomplete aspect markers (-pa, -paq, -pao, and -pi) are represented in polepa ‘later if have come,’ massaupa ‘later if I have been well,’ polepao ‘later if you have come,’ massaupaq ‘later if you have been well,’ polepai ‘later if he has come,’ and massaupai ‘later if he has been well.’ These affixes’ distribution indicates that the incompletive marker as inflectional affixes is embedded into verbs and adjectives and widely distributes.

Inflectional affixes in terms of continuative aspect markers (-dua, -duaq, -duao, -duai) are shown in massasaduaq ‘be washing,’ malolodua ‘still beautiful,’ massasaduaq ‘I am washing,’ maloloduaq ‘I am still beautiful,’ massasaduaq ‘you are washing,’ maloloduaq ‘you are still beautiful,’ and massasaduaq ‘he is washing.’ These affixes’ distribution shows that the continuative marker as inflectional affixes is embedded into verbs and adjectives, and it widely distributes.

### V. Conclusions

The forms of inflection in Mandarese language are indicated in three affixes, including inflectional affix with a repetitive marker -i and -boi, inflectional affix with comparative marker -si and inflectional affix with clitic marker in terms of aspect markers (completive: -mi, -am, -maq, -moq, incomplete: -pa, -paq, -pao, -pi, and continuative: -dua, -duaq, -duao, -duai). In general, these affixes do not give changes in word classes and all widely distribute. The word-formation of inflectional forms tends to be on the outside or far from the root.
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